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There's A LOT MORE to Wear Than Locks, is a picture reserve, written for preschool kids who've
lost their hair because of cancer treatment or various other procedures. ranging from a plate of
spaghetti braided into pigtails, to a garden full of colorful flowers. Each web page includes a
creative notion of something to put on instead of hair; She expectations this reserve will
empower children to fight their battle, with power, courage and just a little creativity. forgetting
about all of the scary medical treatments, the kids are too young to really understand. The
author, Sarah Kravchuk is definitely a mind tumor survivor. She was inspired to create this book
after she finished her own brain cancer treatment. The goal of this vivid publication is to make
the readers, both kids AND adults, laugh and allow their imaginations carry them right into a
fantasy world for a moment;
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So much more than hair I read this publication to my 4 yr old granddaughter. I believe this is a
wonderful book for kids to understand what a person can proceed thru if they have cancer. They
want all the support and encouragement and a little joy too. Her mother includes a friend who
provides just gone thru chemotherapy.! I would recommend this book to anyone who has a little
child and somebody they know is certainly going thru chemo. A great resource An excellent
book! That is such an important book for children and adults which have lived with cancers and
for those that have had a loved one survive cancer! Gorgeous illustrations and such a positive
message! Essential buy for those coping with such a challenging time in their lives. Great
Publication for all ages This is a wonderful book for families, teachers, children who are learning
about, talking about and experiencing cancer treatments. The words flow off the page and the
beautiful illustrations allow for a gentle way to discuss differences and hair loss with treatment.
LOVE IT What a wonderful publication for parents AND children! This book ought to be read by
or to kids dealing with their trip. She was afraid of the friend because she lost her hair, but after
me reading the reserve and talking to her about it, she no longer was afraid. There's So Much
More To Wear Than Hair Just what a wonderful inspirational book for kids dealing with a
devastating situation. The illustrations are amazing! It adds a little bit of wish and joy to a
genuine life altering situation! Phenomenal This book is perfectly written! Great artwork. There's
A LOT MORE to Wear Than Hair Inspiring intended for young and old as well! This reserve
explains in a simple way how a kid, who is going through chemo treatments, might deal with
losing their hair. Teacher Recommended This book uses colorful pictures and a bouncy rhythm
put a fun spin on the difficult subject of hair thinning.! I highly recommend. Sarah does an
incredible job turning an awful disease into an uplifting and heartwarming story. I am
reccommending to all or any my children and friends! Ideal for any family dealing with cancer.
And the actual fact that eventually the hair does grow back.!
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